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                        ORIGINAL ARTICLE    

 Observer variability in a phase II trial  –  assessing consistency 
in RECIST application      

    KRISTIN     SKOUGAARD  1  ,       MARK JAMES DUSGAARD     MCCULLAGH  2  ,  
     DORTE     NIELSEN  1  ,       HELLE WESTERGREN     HENDEL  3  ,       BENNY VITTRUP     JENSEN  1    &   
     HELLE HJORTH     JOHANNESEN  2    

  1  Department of Oncology, Copenhagen University Hospital Herlev, Denmark,   2  Department of Radiology, 
Copenhagen University Hospital Herlev, Denmark, and   3  Department of Clinical Physiology and Nuclear Medicine, 
Copenhagen University Hospital Herlev, Denmark                             

  Abstract      
  Objective.  To assess the consistency of Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours (RECIST) application in a phase II 
trial.  Material and methods . Patients with metastatic non-resectable colorectal cancer treated with a combination of an 
antibody and a chemotherapeutic drug, were included. Computed tomography (CT) scans (thorax, abdomen and pelvis) 
were performed at baseline and after every fourth treatment cycle. RECIST was intended for response evaluation. The 
scans were consecutively read by a heterogeneous group of radiologists as a part of daily work and hereafter retrospectively 
reviewed by a dedicated experienced radiologist. Agreement on best overall response (BOR) between readers and reviewer 
was quantifi ed using  κ -coeffi cients and the discrepancy rate was correlated with the number of different readers per patient 
using a  χ  2 -test.  Results . One hundred patients with 396 CT scans were included. Discrepancies between the readers and 
the reviewer were found in 47 patients. The majority of discrepancies concerned the application of RECIST. With the 
review, BOR changed in 17 patients, although, only in six patients the change was potentially treatment altering. Overall, 
the  κ -coeffi cient of agreement between readers and reviewer was 0.71 (good). However, in the subgroup of responding 
patients the  κ -coeffi cient was 0.21 (fair). The number of patients with discrepancies was signifi cantly higher with three or 
more different readers per patient than with less (p  �    0.0003).  Conclusion.  RECIST was not consistently applied and the 
majority of the reader discrepancies were RECIST related. Post review, 17 patients changed BOR; six patients in a poten-
tially treatment altering manner. Additionally, we found that the part of patients with discrepancies increased signifi cantly 
with more than three different readers per patient. The fi ndings support a peer-review approach where a few dedicated 
radiologists perform double blinded readings of all the on-going cancer trial patients ’  CT scans.  

  Consistency in the production of trial results is nece-
ssary for meaningful comparison with other trials 
[1,2]. Radiological response evaluation is an essential 
component in the calculation of the trial results and 
therefore has to be carried out in a standardised and 
reproducible manner [2,3].   In 2000 a set of response 
criteria designed for clinical cancer treatment trials, 
the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours 
(RECIST) [4], was published and in 2009 the revised 
version RECIST 1.1 was issued [5,6]. These are ana-
tomical criteria based on tumour shrinkage or growth 
indicating response or non-response to treatment. 
Despite debate on various pitfalls in the construction, 

purpose and use of RECIST [7 – 12] consensus to use 
RECIST arose, and they are now predominant inter-
nationally [2,7,13,14]. A handful of studies have 
focussed on inter- and intra-observer variability in the 
use of RECIST [1 – 3,15], while only few of these 
investigate how consistently RECIST is used in prac-
tice [2,3].   Although response evaluation is often car-
ried out as part of the daily work by numerous 
radiologists with widely varying levels of expertise, it 
is often implicitly assumed that the response evalua-
tion is accurate and uniform [3]. A lot of faith is 
placed in the reported response rates from clinical 
phase II trials, but the conditions under which these 
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response rates are obtained are rarely questioned. We 
believe, that whether the response evaluations are pro-
duced by a small group of dedicated radiologists, or 
as part of the daily routine by a large and heteroge-
neous group of radiologists, infl uences trial outcomes 
[3] as well as patients ’  treatment courses. In this paper 
we conducted a review of the computed tomography 
(CT) response evaluation of patients enrolled in a 
clinical phase II trial and thereby assessed the consis-
tency of RECIST application. Furthermore, we esti-
mated the inter-observer variability ’ s infl uence on the 
trial outcome and the patients ’  treatment courses.   

 Material and methods 

 During 2006 – 2009 patients with metastatic non-
resectable colorectal cancer referred to the Depart-
ment of Oncology, Copenhagen University Hospital 
Herlev, Denmark for participation in a phase II 
trial were prospectively included. The patients were 
treated every second week with a monoclonal anti-
body and a chemotherapeutic drug as a third line 
therapy. Protocol details are outlined in Box 1. 

 The patients were scanned between 1 – 14 days 
before the fi rst treatment and after every fourth 
treatment. In the present study, only patients that 
had completed four series of treatment and the fi rst 
follow-up scan were included. 

 The scans were standard diagnostic CT examina-
tions with both oral and intravenous contrast, cover-
ing the region of the thorax, abdomen and pelvis and 
were performed according to local standard guide-
lines. Iodinated contrast agent (Omnipaque 350 GE 
Healthcare, Oslo, Norway or Optiray 320 Covidien, 
Neustadt/Donau, Germany or Iomeron 350 Bracco, 
Milan, Italy) was given orally: 20 ml in 500 ml bot-
tled water (4% solution) 30 min before CT, and 
intravenously: 100 ml with an injection fl ow of 5 ml/s. 
CT adaptation acquisition delay was 85 s. The major-
ity of the patients was scanned on a helix dual-slice 
positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scanner 
(Philips GEMINI PET/CT, Philips Medical Systems, 
Cleveland, Ohio, USA) with 2  �  5 mm collimation 
(scan slice thickness 5 mm) and a minor part was 
scanned on a helix 16 slice CT scanner (Philips MX 
8000 IDT, Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, Ohio, 
USA) with 16  �  1.5 mm collimation, reconstructed 
to a scan slice thickness of 5 mm. 

 CT parameters varied between 140 kV, 150 mAs 
and 120 kV, 230 mAs due to tube limitations in the 
scanning system. The PET part of the scans was for 
experimental use only and the oncological decisions 
to continue or end treatment were based solely on 
the CT scan readings. 

 Each CT scan was single-read by an on-duty 
radiologist as part of the daily routine. Because the 

prospective reading of the trial-patients ’  CT scans 
was a part of the daily workload, it was performed 
by randomly different radiologists, e.g. in a patient 
with fi ve scans (baseline and four follow-up scans) 
up to fi ve different radiologists could have been 
involved: one reading the baseline scan, another 
reading the fi rst follow-up scan, yet another reading 
the second follow-up scan, and so on. The scans were 
read on standard diagnostic workstations with high 
resolution displays and measurements were made 
with an electronic ruler and saved in the PACS sys-
tem. The radiologists were all familiar with the trial 
protocol statement that RECIST [4] was to be pro-
spectively applied for response evaluation. The PET 
and the CT scans were described separately in the 
nuclear medicine department and the radiology 
department, respectively. Thereafter, a joint conclu-
sion, containing both convergent and divergent fi nd-
ings, was performed. The radiologists involved in the 
reading of the trial patients ’  scans are referred to as 
the readers. Among them was the reviewer; a dedi-
cated radiologist specialised in onco-radiology with 
more than fi ve years of experience. As the patients 
went off-study, she reviewed all CT scans, including 
her own, on equal terms: blinded to the initial 
descriptions, to the clinical decisions derived from 
them and to the PET results. Post-review, the two 
sets of CT descriptions (one from the initial reader 
and one from the reviewer) were compared and dis-
crepancies registered. The procedure is depicted in 
Figure 1. Discrepancies were defi ned as differences 
between the initial prospective evaluation and the 

  Figure 1.     Study fl ow chart. Flow chart showing how the CT scans 
(396) of all the patients (100) were prospectively interpreted by 
the readers, while the study was on-going, and then reviewed by 
the reviewer after the study was closed.  
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reviewer’s   evaluation. The encountered discrepancies 
were described and divided into three categories 
(Table I): 

   1.  Incorrect use of RECIST in selection of target 
lesions.  

  2.  Discrepancies in measuring tumour (2.1 RECIST 
incorrectly or insuffi ciently applied and 2.2 Dis-
crepancies in measuring tumour size).  

  3.  Discrepancies in describing new or disappeared 
lesions.   

 Category 1 and 2.1 are RECIST related discrepan-
cies whereas category 2.2 and 3 are discrepancies that 
could be present even though RECIST was applied 
correctly and defi ned as non-RECIST related. 

 The patients ’  treatment responses were calcu-
lated according to RECIST, dividing them into the 
four categories: complete response (CR), partial 
response (PR), stable disease (SD) or progressive 
disease (PD) [4]. This was done before and after the 
review. The best overall response (BOR) was regis-
tered for each patient before and after the review. The 

BOR distribution after the review was used for the 
fi nal trial response rate calculation (Box 2). 

 Although recommended by RECIST [4], it was 
decided not to perform confi rmation scans one 
month after the criteria for PR were fi rst met. 
Patients with PR who still showed PR on the follow-
ing CT scan four treatments later were considered 
as having confi rmed PR (PRc). Patients with only 
one scan showing PR were considered as having 
unconfi rmed PR (PRu).  

 Statistics 

 The degree of agreement between the readers and 
the reviewer was calculated using  κ -coeffi cients. 
The part of the discrepancies between readers and 
reviewer concerning RECIST application was calcu-
lated in percentages. The correlation between the 
number of patients with CT discrepancies (Box 2) 
and the number of CT scans per patient was like -
wise calculated in percentages. The correlation 
between number of patients with CT discrepancies 

  Table I. Categorisation of discrepancies between readers and reviewer. BOR: best overall response.  

 Categories of discrepancies 

 All patients  Subgroup of responding patients 

 Patients with 
discrepancies  

(n �   47)

 Patients with 
discrepancies 
and changed 
BOR    (n �   17)

 Patients with 
discrepancies  

  (n �   17)

 Patients with 
discrepancies 
and changed 
BOR    (n �   12)

 1. Incorrect use of RECIST in selection 
of target lesions 

Choosing truly non-measurable lesions as 
target lesions

14 6 5 5

Target lesions not representative for overall 
tumour burden

14 3 4 2

Not choosing any target lesions 7 3 3 3
 2. Discrepancies in tumour measurements 
   2.1 RECIST incorrectly or insuffi ciently applied 
Measuring shortest tumour diameter 4 3 1 1
Stops measuring target lesions or choosing new 

target lesions in the middle of the treatment course
4 0 1 0

Not describing the non-target lesions 3 1 0 0
 2.2 Discrepancies in measuring tumour size 
Changing initial measurements in the middle of the 

treatment course
1 0 1 1

Measuring target lesions signifi cantly too short 
or too long

4 1 1 1

Measuring one lesion as two separate and vice versa 3 0 1 1
Mistaking target lesions with each other 4 0 2 0
 3. Discrepancies describing new or 

disappeared lesions 
Not seen new lesions seen by reviewer 6 2 1 1
Stating presence of new lesion not found 

by reviewer
4 1 1 1

Stating disappearance of lesion not agreed 
on by reviewer

5 1 4 2

 Total numbers of signifi cant discrepancies 73 21 25 18
RECIST related discrepancies (1. and 2.1) 46 ( 63% ) 16 ( 76% ) 14 ( 56% ) 11 ( 61% )
Non-RECIST related discrepancies (2.2 and 3.) 27 ( 37% ) 5 ( 24% ) 11 ( 44% ) 7 ( 39% )
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and number of different readers per patient (two 
groups: three or less readers and more than three 
readers per patient) was calculated using a  χ  2 -test 
and an odds ratio (OR) with confi dence intervals 
(CI). Level of signifi cance was p  �    0.05.    

 Results 

 One hundred patients (64 males, 36 females, median 
age: 63 years, 25 – 75 interquartile range: 58 – 70 
years) were included and 396 CT scans were per-
formed, read and reviewed. Eighty-one patients were 
PET/CT scanned (321 scans) and 19 patients were 
CT scanned (75 scans) throughout their treatment 
course. The median number of CT scans per patient 
was four (interquartile range: two to fi ve). Disease 
involvement was seen in: liver, abdominal lymph 
nodes, lungs, peritoneum (carcinomatosis), rectum, 
bones and the spleen. 

 The CT readings were performed by 17 different 
radiologists (the readers): 13 specialists and four 
supervised residents. Four of the specialists had more 
than fi ve years of onco-radiological experience. 

 The encountered discrepancies are listed in Table 
I. In 47 patients (47%) a total of 73 discrepancies 
were registered; 46 (63%) RECIST-related (Table I, 
category 1 and 2.1) and 27 (37%) non-RECIST 
related (Table I, category 2.2 and 3). In 27 patients 
one discrepancy was encountered, in 14 patients two 
discrepancies were encountered and in six patients 
three discrepancies were encountered. Of the dis-
crepancies encountered among the 17 patients with 
changed BOR, 76% were RECIST related and 24% 
were non-RECIST related (Table I). In the subgroup 
of responding patients, the review gave rise to dis-
crepancies in 17 patients, 56% were RECIST related 
and 44% were non-RECIST related (Table I). BOR 
changed in 12 of the responding patients and 61% 
of the encountered discrepancies in these patients 
were RECIST related whereas 39% were non-RE-
CIST related (Table I). An example of a discrepancy 
is illustrated in Figure 2. Overall, there was agree-
ment regarding BOR in 83 patients (83%) (bold 
writing Table II) and disagreement in the remaining 
17 patients (17%). The corresponding  κ -coeffi cient 
was 0.71 and strength of agreement therefore good. 
The BOR of the 17 patients changed almost equally 
in both directions: eight patients to a less favourable 
response and nine patients to a more favourable 
response (Table III) resulting in a response rate of 
21% (21 patients) before and 19% (19 patients) after 
the review (Table II). In the subgroup of responding 
patients, there was agreement on BOR in 13 of 25 
patients (52%) (bold writing Table IV) and disagree-
ment in the remaining 12 patients (48%). The cor-
responding  κ -coeffi cient was 0.21 and strength of 

agreement in this subgroup therefore fair. According 
to the review, fi ve patients (5%) could have contin-
ued treatment as their last scan showed either SD or 
PR instead of PD as initially read (Table III, PRu 
to PD: 3 and SD to PD: 2). However, two of these 
fi ve patients went off-study due to worsening of 
their clinical performance status and not due to their 
CT scan response. Furthermore, three patients (3%) 
could, according to the review, have continued treat-
ment for longer (Table III, PD to SD: 3). No patients 
had CR. 

 The number of patients with discrepancies 
increased with increasing number of CT scans from 
an average of 39% with 2 – 5 CT scans to an average 
of 71% with 6 – 10 CT scans per patient (Table V). 
Likewise, the number of patients with discrepancies 

  Figure 2.     Example of a discrepancy between a reader and the 
reviewer. The reader chose a radio frequency (RF) ablation cavity 
as a target lesion (solid line) mistaking it for a measurable liver 
metastasis. The region in the rim of the large RF cavity is tumour 
tissue (dotted line). Differentiating tumour tissue from a RF cavity 
can be very diffi cult and requires training and suffi cient information 
of previous treatment from the referring physician. The patient 
changed BOR from SD before the review to PR after the review.  

  Table II. Agreement (bold writing) between readers and reviewer 
on best overall response (BOR) of all patients.   

  Response: Reviewer

 Response: 
Readers PRu PRc SD PD

 Total: 
Readers 

PRu  2 2 1 3 8
PRc 0  11 2 0 13
SD 1 3  53 2 59
PD 0 0 3  17 20
 Total:
 Reviewer

3 16 59 22  100 

    κ -coeffi cient: 0.71   
 No patients had complete response (CR)   
 PD: progressive disease, PRc: confi rmed partial response, PRu: 
unconfi rmed partial response, SD: stable disease.   
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increased with increasing number of different readers 
involved per patient from 0% with one reader (by 
chance, the same reader read all the patients scans) 
to 100% with six different readers (by chance, 
patients with six scans had a different radiologist 
describing each of their scans and patients with 
more than six scans had by chance, a few of the six 
different readers describing two or more of their 
scans) (Table VI). The  χ  2 -correlation between more 
than three readers and number of patients with dis-
crepancies was signifi cant with a p-value of 0.0003 
( χ  2 -value  �    13.34) and an OR of 5.4 (95% CI 2.1 –
 13.9). The cut-off at three readers was chosen from 
the distinct shift in the fi gures after more than three 
readers (Table VI).   

 Discussion 

 We assessed the consistency in application of RECIST 
by describing and quantifying the inter-observer vari-
ability and estimated the infl uence of the BOR dis-
agreements on the trial response rate and on the 
individual patients ’  treatment courses. One or several 
discrepancies were found by the reviewer in 47% of 
the patients and the majority of the discrepancies were 
RECIST related. The overall agreement on BOR was 
good, while in the subgroup of responding patients 
discrepancies were however more pronounced and 
agreement only slightly better than chance. Even 

though BOR changed in 17% of the patients, the 
review only vaguely infl uenced the overall response 
rate as the responses changed almost equally in both 
directions. Still, six patients could theoretically have 
had a different treatment course. Of great interest, we 
additionally found that the part of patients with dis-
crepancies increased signifi cantly with more than 
three different readers per patient. 

 The unchanged overall response rate in our study 
contrasts with other central reviews of phase II trials, 
where a reduction in response rate after review is 
usually found [3;14]. However, the level of disagree-
ment and the types of discrepancies between observ-
ers is consistent with other studies [1 – 3;14;16;17]. 

 It is a limitation of our study that the reviewer 
was also a reader, because this minor intra-observer 
element makes the inter-observer study irregular. Yet, 
inter-observer variability is usually reported larger 
than intra-observer variability [1;2;15] presumably 
resulting in limited infl uence on our study outcome. 
On the other hand, our study genuinely refl ects daily 
work routines. 

 We believe the high rate of patients with changed 
BOR as well as the high discrepancy rate within the 

  Table III. Changes in BOR after the review.   

Negative BOR changes Positive BOR changes

PRc to SD: 2 PRu to PRc: 2

   PRu to PD: 3   SD to PRc: 3
  PRu to SD: 1   SD to PRu: 1
   SD to PD : 2    PD to SD: 3 

   Theoretically, fi ve patients could have stopped treatment earlier 
and three patients could have continued treatment longer (bold 
writing).   

  Table IV. Agreement (bold writing) between readers and reviewer on 
best overall response (BOR) of responding patients (PRc  �  PRu).  

  Response: Reviewer

 Response:
Readers PRu PRc SD PD

 Total: 
Readers 

PRu  2 2 1 3 8
PRc 0  11 2 0 13
SD 1 3  0 0 4
PD 0 0 0  0 0
Total:
 Reviewer 

3 16 3 3  25 

    κ -coeffi cient: 0.21.   
 No patients had complete response (CR)   .
 PD: progressive disease, PRc: confi rmed partial response, PRu: 
unconfi rmed partial response, SD: stable disease.   

  Table V. Number of CT scans per patient correlated to part of 
patients with discrepancies.  

 CT scans 
per patient 

 All patients 
no.   

 Patients with 
discrepancies  

   no. (%) 

  2 7 3 (43)
  3 22 8 (36)
  4 31 13 (42)
  5 14 5 (36)
  6 9 5 (56)
  7 6 5 (83)
  8 6 4 (67)
  9 3 3 (100)
 10 2 1 (50)

   The part of patients with discrepancies increased with increasing 
number of scans per patient.   

  Table VI. Number of different readers per patient correlated to 
part of patients with discrepancies.  

 Different 
readers 
per patient 

 Patients with 
discrepancies  

   no. (total)  % 

 1 0 (4) 0
 2 12 (29) 43
 3 12 (36) 33
 4 11 (15) 73
 5 10 (14) 71
 6 2 (2) 100

   The part of patients with discrepancies increased with increasing 
number of different readers per patient and the number was 
signifi cantly higher with more than three different readers per 
patient: p-value 0.0003 ( χ  2 -value  �    13.34) and OR 5.4 (95% CI 
2.1 – 13.9), than with less than three.   
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order to spend the considerable funds used on anti-
cancer drugs optimally. Recent protocols have imple-
mented RECIST 1.1 [5] and thereby have the 
opportunity of using FDG-PET as an assisting tool 
in the identifi cation of new lesions, presumably 
enhancing consensus on PD due to new lesions. 
Moreover, clinical relevant information from the 
referring clinicians is necessary for the radiologists to 
produce clinical relevant CT descriptions [11;17].   

 Conclusion 

 RECIST was not consistently applied and the main 
part of the observer variability was RECIST related. 
The review’s   infl uence on the trial outcome was 
notable as it changed the BOR of 17 patients; six 
patients in a potentially treatment altering manner. 
Additionally, we found that the part of patients with 
inter-observer discrepancies increased signifi cantly 
with increasing number of different readers per 
patient supporting a change in management of trial 
examinations from part of daily workfl ow to a peer 
review form, where a few onco-radiologists perform 
double blinded readings of the on-going cancer trial 
patients ’  CT scans. We believe the peer-review form 
would promote response criteria application and 
in doing so, markedly reduce observer variability, 
increase reliability and reproducibility of trial out-
comes and optimise the patients ’  treatment courses. 
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